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HOW TO CALCULATE YOUR CHALDEAN NUMEROLOGY 

By Jo Muir – The Soul Visionary 

 

An outline of Chaldean Numerology  

PDF accompanies video 1 in Soul Felt Solutions Video Series 

http://youruniversalself.com/free-video-series-sign-up-form/   

http://youruniversalself.com/free-video-series-sign-up-form/
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What Is Numerology? 

Just as everything in the Universe is energy, it is also named, numbered and influenced by 

mathematical equations. We are born with a unique combination of numerical numbers 

that can be translated to the energetic blueprints for your life from birth. It is your personal 

road map to your potential, possibilities and purpose in your life, and an invaluable tool for 

making powerful decisions and choices. The chances of another person having an identical 

chart to your is 1:10 billion 

 

What Is Chaldean Numerology? 

Chaldean numerology is an ancient method to decipher codes dating back to 4004BCE based 

on the biblical alphabets of Hebrew and Arabic. It is used to translate the energies behind 

your birth name and date of birth blueprint that was created at the time your first birth 

certificate came into existence. This is your unique secret ‘spiritual master plan’, or owner’s 

manual, sometimes referred to as your God Code.  

 

 

Courtesy of the University of Texas Libraries, The University of Texas at Austin 
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Your Universal Self works with 5 main aspects of Chaldean numerology, though there are 

many more that can be examined. These five are included in your Purpose and Potential 

Blueprint. 

 

Your Destiny, or Life Path is calculated on your date of birth, and remains constant for your 

life – a fixed characteristic. It reveals the nature of your thinking process and the fields of 

knowledge and endeavours that your thinking will lead you to. It is related to your intellect, 

and drives the actions you will take.  

 

The following are your core characteristics based on your name, and will change with a legal 

change name over a period of 9 years until the new energies of your revised name are 

established.  

 

Your Purpose or Expression number – is based on your full birth name, and shows you “your 

calling”, the way you are to express yourself in the world. It reflects the orientation of your 

goals in this life time. This is based on your intuitive perspective, and is what your Higher 

Self wants you to be.  

 

Your Soul or Heart’s Desire – is based on the vowels in your name. A Y is regarded as a 

vowel for our calculations. It reflects your inner nature and desires, and reflects the way you 

feel in your environment.  

 

Your Personality – is based on the consonants in your full birth name. It is your outward 

expression, or how others perceive you. By understanding your personality number, you can 

see you as others see you.  

 

Your Life Goal – is a combination of your purpose and life path by combining the figures for 

both. It is the integration of your intellect and intuition. This is the goal that people step into 

around mid-life, and unfolds as your Final Opportunity in the second half of your life.   

Some people may have a ‘mid-life crisis’ where they really start questioning what they are 

doing with their lives, maybe it’s time to grow up and step up into their true calling.  That’s 

what the life goal is. 

 

As you become more conscious of your life journey, and in search for your own true 

meaning, looking for your true purpose is only one element of your character. This blueprint 

provides enlightenment to the other aspects of your personal programming and purpose 

that also need to be considered for the full picture.  
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Table 1: Chaldean Numerology Formula 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

A B C D E U O F 

I K G M H V Z P 

J R L T N W     

Q   S   X       

Y               

 

The Chaldean formula also acknowledges the sacred number 9, and all other numbers 1-8 

make up ‘9”. It could never be assigned to a single letter of the alphabet because of the level 

of its creative energy was higher than all numbers. By using the 9 in modern numerology 

guarantees the results and blueprints will be inaccurate.  

 

There are various rules that need to be followed when calculating your numbers, and it is 

these that cause differences in calculations on different software to arise.  I have based all 

calculations on the formulas contained in “Numbers – The Powerful Bridge Beyond” by 

Joanne Justis and William Mykian.   

When doing calculations for your numbers, the following rules apply: 

For names analysis, add all digits together before bringing down to the root or compound 

number.  This is opposed to calculating the numbers per word in your name, and then 

adding them together. 

A Y is always a vowel, and a W always a consonant.  Other teachings have varying rules 

about when to count them as what.  

For Destiny analysis, based on your Date of Birth, calculate individual numbers first for day, 

month and year and then add them together. Exceptions to this rule are when your birth 

day is 11 or 22 (a Master Number) 

For Life goal, bring the compound number down to a single digit first unless a Master 

number of 11 or 22. 

There are various other rules and nuances that may also need to be applied, depending your 

name.  

To avoid confusion, and to ensure accuracy of your analysis, it is best to have a professional 

report personally created for you, which are available here:  

http://youruniversalself.com/reports/  

 

http://youruniversalself.com/reports/
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Compound numbers are not further reduced in calculations, as the vibrations of the 

individual numbers are very relevant as part of the analysis. For example, the compound 

number of 13/4 brings in the vibrations of the 1, 3 and 4, and provides a more in-depth 

interpretation of the actual meaning of the characteristic’s patterns.  

 

Table 2: Compound Numbers  

When the Final 
Number Adds Up To 

The  Final 
Number becomes 

19 19/1 

11 11/2 

13 13/4 

22 22/4 

14 14/5 

23 23/5 

16 16/7 

18 18/9 

 

 

 

To find out more about how to obtain your own Clarity Through Chaldean Report, along 

with your Soul Star Significance Report and Soul Purpose Archangel reports, please visit 

http://youruniversalself.com/reports/  This page outlines what is contained in each of the 

Soul Felt Solutions reports and why you need all three to obtain an intellectual, intuitive and 

Higher Self perspective on Who You Truly Are.  

http://youruniversalself.com/reports/

